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What  are  we  doing  well? 

Regular frequency of marking and feedback by teachers across the majority of subjects seen in 

the sample. 

Presentation standards in many subjects were of a high quality, most notably in Maths, RS, PE, 

MFL, English and Geography.  

Where marking is being responded to routinely, a clear dialogue emerges between teacher 

and student. This was seen most commonly in English, MFL, Maths and Geography. This was 

considered best practice. 

In all Maths books there was an embedded culture of RAG rated PLCs. This gave diagnostic 

feedback to students, which was then used as a stimulus for student reflection – using purple 

pen. This was considered best practice.  

In a number of subjects the level of challenge was pitched right for extending students with 

higher prior attainment. This was particularly seen in English and Maths. 

Short, sharp assessments were seen to promote progress and deepen assimilation of new 

learning. For example the use of Vocab Express in MFL.  

Learning objectives, where recorded, helped shape lesson outcomes and gave continuity to 

learning over time. Objectives were routinely recorded in Geography.   

Self and peer assessment was embedded within practice seen in English and MFL.  

 

What  could  we  do  even  better? 

In some teaching groups, students do not use purple pen during improvement and reflection 

time. This is part of the college marking policy and should be consistently applied by all staff. 

In some instances, students with higher prior attainment were given lower order feedback 

targets to act upon. Purple pen provides a concrete opportunity to stretch and develop 

deeper thought.  

Home learning was not always clearly identified in books, either by students or teachers.  

Use of the college literacy codes needs to be embedded across all subjects.  

Where teacher expectations were lower, the continuity of learning was not as clear over time. 

For example, where less care and attention was given to sticking in sheets, learning over time 

became more difficult to follow. Basic expectations of presentation should be consistently 

applied.  

Where a minority of teachers do not follow the college marking policy – either in terms of giving 

an effort grade and target or appropriate frequency – student outcomes and consistency of 

learning suffers.  

 

 


